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BUY ME!  New Ways to Get Customers to Choose Your Product and Ignore the RestMcGraw-Hill, 2010

	18 easy ways to ensure consumers choose your product over the competition’s


	The world of consumer business is always hit hardest during a recession. But that doesn’t mean you can’t still drive sales and growth for your own organization. All it takes to come out on top, even in the toughest economies, is a...
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The Art of Agile DevelopmentO'Reilly, 2007

	The Art of Agile Development contains practical guidance for anyone considering or applying agile development for building valuable software. Plenty of books describe what agile development is or why it helps software projects succeed, but very few combine information for developers, managers, testers, and customers into a single...
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Why There's Antifreeze in Your Toothpaste: The Chemistry of Household IngredientsChicago Review Press, 2007
This book started in my shower.

The label on my shampoo bottle listed many compounds, and, due to my interest in chemistry, most of them were familiar or had obvious functions. However, one compound stood out as puzzling: sodium chloride.

Why was there salt in my shampoo?

Since I wasn't likely to be eating it, I...
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The Cable and Telecommunications Professionals' Reference, Volume 2, Third Edition: Transport NetworksFocal Press, 2008
A thorough reference for any telecommunications or networking professional who needs to understand the convergence of telephony, data transfer, and wireless communications, from simple descriptions down to the math.     

       Volume 2 of TERB 3ed covers the convergence of telephony and data transport, including wireless networks. Now...
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Oracle BPM Suite 11g Developer's cookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	Organizations find that it's the business process that constitutes the heart of an enterprise

	and is a differentiating factor. They've found that it's the processes that make or break an

	enterprise. Operational efficiency is a differentiating factor, and research shows that it's the

	processes that provide operational...
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Salesforce CRM Admin CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 40 recipes to make effective use of Salesforce CRM with the use of hidden features, advanced user interface techniques, and real-world solutions


	Overview

	
		Implement advanced user interface techniques to improve the look and feel of Salesforce CRM
	
		Discover hidden features and hacks that...
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Pro Silverlight for the Enterprise (Books for Professionals by Professionals)Apress, 2009

	Microsoft Silverlight 2 is a new development platform designed to make the development of Rich Internet Applications (RIAs) far easier than has previously been possible. Pro Silverlight for the Enterprise addresses the question of how you can bring Silverlight 2 to your company to provide rich Internet experiences that will interface...
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Managing Your Business with Outlook 2003 For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Use a tool you already have (plus BCM 2.0) to solve lots of time-consuming problems     

If you could just get a handle on mail, schedules, meetings, and contacts, you'd have more time to make your business productive, right? Check your Outlook — it's right in your Office! And here are step-by-step examples for using it to build...
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Implementing Sugarcrm: A Step-by-step Guide to Using This Powerful Open Source Application in Your BusinessPackt Publishing, 2006
Here are just some of the knowledge and skills you will gain when you read this book:
 

* Learn specific ways in which SugarCRM can increase your profits through richer customer relationships


* The author will help you assess your own companies needs, and plan a SugarCRM implementation tailored specifically to you –...
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Customer Success with Microsoft Dynamics Sure StepPackt Publishing, 2014

	Having invested in Microsoft Dynamics, your enterprise will want to make a success of it, which is where this guide to Sure Step comes in, teaching you how to apply the methodologies to ensure optimum results.


	Overview

	
		Understand how Sure Step helps you envision and implement the right Microsoft Dynamics...
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Managing Technology-Based Projects: Tools, Techniques, People and Business ProcessesJohn Wiley & Sons, 2014

	A GUIDE TO EFFECTIVE PROJECT MANAGEMENT IN TECHNOLOGY-BASED FIRMS Used effectively, project management can increase a firm s market share, product quality, and customer satisfaction. Though technology-based companies place themselves at a competitive disadvantage if they neglect this strategic tool, many overlook project management s benefits...
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The Scrum Field Guide: Agile Advice for Your First Year and Beyond (2nd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2016

	Extensively revised to reflect improved Scrum practices and tools, this edition adds an all-new section of tips from the field. 


	


	
		The 1st Edition has a 5-Star Amazon Customer Rating and 135 reviews.

		

		Thousands of organizations are adopting Scrum to...
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